WHERE WE

STAND
MVHS Leadership holds a series of
donation drives throughout January
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TACENDA
Literary Magazine La Pluma
published its first issue of the year

A CREATIVE CALLING Seniors Elizabeth Lee
and Manasi Ganti flip through the magazine,
which featured works of prose, poetry and
art. The theme of the issue, “Tacenda” is a
word meaning “Things Better Left Unsaid,”
which was captured by student writers and
artists. “The hardest part of making this
issue was assembling all the hard work of
our writers and artists into an aesthetically
pleasing cohesive whole,” Ganti said. “We
spent many, many hours struggling in
InDesign, trying to do every piece justice.”
Photo by Sylvia Li. Art by Claire Yang

CLEAN FILMS ONLY Junior Joshua Zhang patiently
watches Art Department Lead Brian Chow properly
apply film droplets onto a cotton pad in order
to clean the negative film which was previously
developed. Photo by Katherine Chui

ROLLING
BACK

In the past decade, MVHS and FUHSD
as a whole has been experiencing decreased
enrollment across the board. As course numbers
have reduced, Principal Ben Clausnitzer reflects
on how these changes are indicative of current
housing patterns and lower birth rates in Santa
Clara County.
“As people are having fewer babies, there are
fewer students,” Clausnitzer said. “Our area tends
to be single family homes, not multiple dwellings,
so there’s not as much dense housing, and of
course the [high] cost of living as well. There’s
a point where homes start to turn over, where
people have been in homes while their kids have
already gone through schools, but they’re still
here in their homes. At some point, those homes
get sold and the hope would be that families
move in, but there are challenges to that.”
When Clausnitzer came to MVHS as an
assistant principal in 2011-12 from Homestead
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[A] GOOD
ENOUGH Juniors
Alicia Xu, Abhik
Das, Jaebeum
Cho and senior
Yaseen Sadaat
analyze their
photo index sheets
and disucuss
which developed
photograph to
choose for their
final print. Photo by
[B] Katherine Chui

MVHS continues to experience declining enrollment while administration hopes
to continue to offer a comprehensive curriculum with all elective options

High School, MVHS had already seen a decline in
enrollment.
“When I first came, I think we [were] right
around 2,550 students in 2011,” Clausnitzer said.
“My guess would be in the 2007 to 2010 range,
MV peaked, and has gotten smaller ever since I’ve
been around. This is a California conversation.
This is a Bay Area conversation. This is now a
Fremont Union High School District conversation,
certainly a MV conversation in terms of having
fewer students than we used to.”
Consequently, the prominent MVHS
departments, where students are required to take
courses, have had reductions in sections.
“When there’s 100 fewer students, the
departments that feel it the most are what we call
our big five [English, Social Science, Mathematics,
Science and World Language],” Clausnitzer said.
“In the last two years, English has lost six sections
each year. [For] Social Science, they’ve lost 10

sections over the last two years. Mathematics
lost 14 sections. For Science there was [a loss]
in 12 sections. And then World Language, seven
sections [were lost] in the last two years.”
Whereas these prominent departments have
experienced losses, certain departments such
as AVID, Business, Drama and Journalism have
maintained or had increases in sections despite
declining enrollment.
“For electives we’ve actually been able to, in
the last three years, preserve [sections] or even
grow sections in some electives,” Clausnitzer said.
“Part of it is just the size of the departments and
what kids take. Fewer students [taking a course]
is going to mean fewer sections. The reason
we [emphasize electives] is to try and maintain
this comprehensive high school experience for
students even though we’re getting smaller. As
years go on this is going to be harder and harder,
but we’re doing the best we can for our students.”

[A]
[C]

[D]

[B] ATTENTION TO DETAIL Carefully marking
up his work, junior Kushagra Srivastava picks
out which photos he should develop for his
final print. Photo by Katherine Chui
[C] SNIP SNIP Juniors Raagavalli Karumanchi
and Katherine Shen carefully trim their
photographs to get rid of the excess margins
which are produced while printing, in order to
further improve their artistic merit and quality
of their photographs. Photo by Katherine Chui
[D] REFINING EDGES Junior Amogh
Upadhyaya discusses his photograph with
Chow, including how he can further improve
developing photographs and composition in
the future. Photo by Katherine Chui

I think the point of
donating is just to help
other people, especially if
you yourself already have
the necessities. It’s good
to help others who might
not have it, especially
during COVID.”

JULIANNA KIMM (11)
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We decided to
donate during
January because the
holidays are difficult all
around. There’s a lot of
homeless people that
didn’t have homes or
toiletries, so I think we
made a good impact.”

JUSTINE GARCIA (11)

PAR
TICI
PANT

I think I donated
like three or four
toothbrushes but just
from me that’s not
enough to make a
change but with a lot of
other people contributing,
collectively I think it would
be impactful but not just
from myself.”

SIA JESWANI (11)

PAR
TICI
PANT
Donating to
the community
is really
important as
it grants lower
income families
more accessibility
to goods and
resources.”

VIYATA
RUTA (12)

WINTER
ELECTIVE ENROLLMENT
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